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RISK SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL ANNOUNCES
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
“Green” Practices Are Meaningful for Its Socially Responsible Clients
New York, NY. Risk Solutions International LLC (RSI) has published a new
sustainability policy as part of its corporate citizenship objectives that minimizes its
carbon footprint and responds to its clients’ preferences to do business with firms
that are environmentally progressive.
As part of the policy RSI has transitioned from developing hard copy business
continuity and emergency management plans for their clients to integrated webbased plans and e-document repositories, eliminating large print jobs. Similarly, it
conducts a large portion of its client and business development meetings and
presentations online via tools like Skype and GoToMeeting, eliminating much of the
traditional air and ground transportation that adds to carbon emissions.
“We’ve learned that many of our public and private sector clients prefer doing
business with firms that are socially responsible,” says managing director Scott
Corzine. “So we work to keep our carbon footprint as small as possible, employing
technology to more efficiently and economically deliver risk mitigation solutions to
our clients.”
The sustainability practices employed by RSI go beyond recycling at its offices or
ensuring the use of recycled paper in its proposals, white papers and work product.
The firm invoices electronically whenever possible, and requests payment via wire or
ACH to avoid paper checks. An increasing number of its proposals are submitted
electronically when appropriate, and nearly all business filings are electronic as well,
cutting paper use significantly.
Duane Lohn, managing director of Risk Solutions International adds that “Our clients
have taught us that the environmental impact of our operations matters to them. We
get very focused on how we operate on a day to day basis. We recycle all plastic
proposal covers and binders. Going paperless in the back office not only supports the
planet, but also moves money faster with electronic payments, both inbound and

outbound wherever we can.” Lohn even volunteered “As a multiple Diet Coke guy,
even our can recycling program is impactful!”
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Risk Solutions International is an operational risk consulting and advisory firm. RSI provides public
and private sector clients services and technology in emergency and crisis management, business
continuity, IT disaster recovery and information security. As a member of the Brokerslink Alliance, the
firm is supported by professional risk management resources in more than 300 offices in 70 countries.
For further information, please visit http://www.rsi-llc.com or call 877-774-1900.

